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In relation to the figures offered by the Coffee Board of India Coffee bars have gained a lot in fame

There are so many things to think about as entering a cafÃ© for a visit - interiors, workforce and not to
forget the menu! In fact, menu is a huge factor that people consider very carefully to make sure they
have frequent patrons. This is what a cafe menu is usually compiled of:

Entree

Entree items are supposed to be little appetizers. As coffee shops are believed to offer a casual
dining experience, that is why menu items are usually plain and classic, at times with an edgy twist if
thereâ€™s an exploratory cook! The items comprised in the menu are:

Fries and aioli - a simple choice that the table can order to share.

Dips and bread - one plainer, shareable option.

Soup of the day â€“ it is usually modified on a regular basis to reflect the seasonal vegetables.

Garden salad â€“ for all those who are health conscious.

Sandwiches â€“ one can opt for a variety of fillings.

Mains

As this is a larger serving of food, so it is hearty and satisfying, following are a number of ideal
"main" choices to have on your list of options:

Pasta - similar to the soup, is modified on a regular basis to reflect the fresh produce that is there in
that particular time of the year.

Pie - chicken, beef or vegetable pies are all the time favored on chilly, rainy days.

Chicken Caesar Salad - a little more heavy than just a garden salad and all the time a healthy
choice to the heavier set of choices.

Dessert

The cake fridge is always the place where people venture once they want a sugar hit to complement
their coffee. A delicious cake choice to try is:

Chocolate cake - everybody is in love with chocolate, so it is a lot in demand, too

Barista offers variation in its list of options in all seasons, be it summers, winters etc.  Last year,
barista summer menu incorporated a range of cold coffees, fruity drinks, classic mojitos, smoothies
& shakes, iced teas and sundaes, to help send the summer heat packing. Lychee Iced tea,
Pomegranate Mojitos, Irish Caramel Frappes, Guava Smoothies, healthy tea there was a bit for
everyone to lighten up with. It moreover offers the most outstanding Continental Breakfast
comprising Vegetarian and Non-Vegetarian Sandwiches, snacks and Desserts. Barista have
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launched some salads in their menu with chicken salad, too.
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Barista - India's largest coffee house chain with best a healthy tea, a Iced tea and a Coffee Board.
For more details please visit http://www.barista.co.in
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